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a b s t r a c t

In this paper, the behavior of micro-scale effect in a micro direct methanol fuel cell (mDMFC) is inves-
tigated through both simulations and experiments. A model is built to describe the methanol distribution
in the diffusion layer with different feature sizes. In addition, the dynamic movement of a single CO2

bubble is also simulated to study the two-phase characteristics in the micro channels with various aspect
ratios. Furthermore, a metal-based transparent mDMFC with the active area of 0.64 cm2 is designed and
fabricated to evaluate the two-phase flow characteristic as well as the corresponding cell performance.
The experimental results reveal that when the feature size scales down to 0.6 mm and 0.4 mm, the peak
power density of 27.1 mW cm�2 and 26.3 mW cm�2 are achieved at room temperature. Finally, the effect
of adjusting channel aspect ratio is experimentally investigated to improve the inner convection
transport and the cell output, and the results are well in agreement with the simulation.

© 2016 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction

With the rapid development of Micro Electro Mechanical Sys-
tem (MEMS) technology, mDMFC has been considered as a prom-
ising power candidate for portable applications due to its high
energy density, high efficiency and environmental-friendly [1e4].
The miniaturization of portable electronic devices requires the
power supply unit to be scaled down proportionally. The volume of
micro direct methanol fuel cell is determined by the size of current
collector, in which the most critical part is the inner flow channel
[5e7]. The main function of the flow channel is to ensure the uni-
form fuel supply for reaction region and to maintain the equilib-
rium between the fuel distribution and the current collection
[8e10]. Therefore, significant attentions have been devoted to the
effect of inner channel on mDMFC performance recently. Park et al.
[11] studied four different types of serpentine flow-channel ge-
ometry structures, and the corresponding current density distri-
butions and the polarization were observed. Wong et al. [12]
investigated the effect of the anode flow field design on the per-
formance of mDMFC. The experimental results indicated that the
serpentine flow field exhibited higher cell voltages than that of the
parallel flow field at high current densities. Based on the single
serpentine flow channel, Xu et al. [13] presented a convection-
enhanced serpentine flow channel. The results indicated that the

novel flow field created larger pressure difference between adja-
cent flow channels, and enhanced in-plane forced flow through the
electrode porous layer. However, previous studies focused only on
fixed cell dimension and lack in-depth theoretical analysis about
the influence of the scale-down effect on the cell performance.
Under the operating condition, the decrease of cell feature size
would introduce micro scale effect and affect the motion state of
two-phase flow, which has a great influence on the output per-
formance. Therefore, it is essential to conduct a comprehensive
study on both simulation and experiment to fully explore the
relationship between the feature size and inner transport
characteristics.

The aim of this paper is to reveal the methanol/CO2 convection
and the mDMFC performance by applying the flow channel with
different feature sizes and aspect ratios. A two-phase, three-
dimensional cell model coupled with mass/momentum transports
is established. In this model, the scale-down effect on inner
transport and the channel aspect ratio on gas dynamic are
numerically defined. In addition, a 0.64 cm2 stainless steel-based
mDMFC is fabricated using laser-cut technology, at which the ef-
fects of feature size and aspect ratio on cell performance are
experimentally investigated to verify the simulation. The results
from a series of experiments show that the mDMFC behaviors are
influenced by the cell feature size in a complex manner. An opti-
mized structure with the cell feature size of 0.6 mm and the
channel aspect ratio of 2:1 is then determined to enhance the
methanol mass transport efficiency, CO2 emission rate and the
output performance.
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2. The model analysis

2.1. Model description

The size of mDMFC is mainly determined by three factors: the
type of the flow field, the dimensions of the channel and the rib,
and the thickness of the gas diffusion layer. The micro scale effect
on inner mass transfer is characterized by the feature size, denoted
as F in Fig. 1.

With the same external methanol supply, the linear velocity of
methanol solution inside the micro channel is inversely propor-
tional to the feature size, and the corresponding relationship can be
described as:

N ¼ Av ¼ nAiv ¼ C (1)

where N, A, v, n and Ai represent the methanol volume from the
external supply, the cross-section of the anode flow channel, the
linear velocity, channel number and the cross-section of a single
channel, respectively.

Therefore, the relationship between the linear velocity and the
feature size can be given by:

v ¼ N
nAi

f
N
F

(2)

Based on equation (2), under the same external supply condi-
tion, the linear velocity of methanol in anode flow channel is
increased when the feature size is scaled down. Therefore, a 3D
physical model covering the solution region of anode flow channel,
anode gas diffusion layer (AGDL) and anode catalyst layer (AGL) is
established in this paper. Fig. 2 shows the calculation domain of
three micro-scale designs with different aspect ratios (1:1, 2:1 and
4:1). The diffusion layer is defined as homogeneous porous elec-
trode while the mDMFC is assumed under steady-state. In this
model, the effectivemass transfer area is 0.8 cm� 0.8 cm, thewidth
of the channel and rib are both 0.6 mm, and the open ratio is
remained the same for all three designs. In order to better analyze
the gas dynamic in the micro channel, a typical L-shape unit was
presented as the calculation domain, as shown in Fig 2.

The continuity equation suitable for methanol solution can be
described as:

V$
�
rl;a u

!
l;a
� ¼ ml;a (3)

where rl;a represents the average density of the liquid phase sub-
stance, u!l;a is the average velocity, and ml;a is the source term.

Similarly, the continuity equation of gas is given by:

V$
�
rg;a u

!
g;a

� ¼ mg;a (4)

where rg;a denotes the average density of the gas phase substance,
u!g;a is the average velocity, andmg;a is the source term of gas phase
substances.

The liquid/vapor phase material are not produced or consumed
in the anode gas diffusion layer because there is no electrochemical
reaction. Meanwhile, CO2, electrons and protons are produced in
the anode catalyst layer. According to Faraday's law, the source
term methanol solution can be expressed as:

ml;a ¼
8<
:

0 AGDL

�MMeOH
jasa
6F

�MH2O
jasa
6F

ACL
(5)

where ja is the anode oxidation reaction rate and sa is the specific
surface area.

Similarly, the source term of anode CO2 is defined as:

mg;a ¼
8<
:

0 AGDL

MCO2

jasa
6F

ACL
(6)

The momentum transport in diffusion layer can be described by
Darcy law:

u!l;a ¼ �Kkrl
ml

Vpl;a u!g;a ¼ �Kkrg
mg

Vpg;a (7)

where K and kr represent the absolute permeability and the relative
permeability, and m is the viscosity. kr in Equation (7) can be further
modified as:

krl ¼ s3 krg ¼ ð1� sÞ3 (8)

Fig. 1. The feature size schematic of DMFC anode flow field.
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